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RiskVision
Connector
Framework

RiskVision has over 40 pre-built integration connectors 
for importing vulnerabilities, assets or entities, control 
results, findings, exploits, incidents, tickets, vulnerability 
intelligence (CVE), technologies (CPE) and other data types 
into the RiskVision application. All these connectors share 
a common framework for gathering and sending the data 
to be processed, reconciled and persisted in the RiskVision 
database. This document goes over the RiskVision Connector 
Framework, the way it works, and its benefits.
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Introduction 

Purpose

The main purpose of the connector framework is to integrate 
RiskVision with other applications and databases. The 
typical use case is to import data from other applications into 
RiskVision’s database and keep it synchronized as the data 
in the other applications keeps getting updated.

The data from multiple applications can be imported 
and combined together resulting in a single consistent 
and authoritative view of all the relevant data inside the 
RiskVision application.

The data is reconciled by the RiskVision reconciliation 
engine based on the reconciliation preferences using 
either the RiskVision application server or RiskVision 
Connector Manager. Then the appropriate fields 
are populated within the application’s object model. 
The imported data can then be analyzed, classified, 
managed and consumed by downstream functions in the 
application, such as risk scoring and reporting.  

For new technologies for which RiskVision does not 
already have a pre-built connector, RiskVision’s Connector 
Framework makes it easy to quickly build new connectors. 
This guide provides an overview of the RiskVision 
Connector Framework.

The following diagram is an overview of the RiskVision 
Platform. The applications share the platform, data and 
connector framework.
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Description 

The Connector Framework includes all the common 
infrastructure that is the foundation for the connectors. 
This includes the core connector code, the server’s 
connector API, connector management, configuration 
UI pages, event logging, groovy scripting and the 
configuration. This allows for rapid development of new 
connectors since up to 95% of the functionality can 
be reused from one connector to the next. The main 
difference between the connectors is the logic to process 
the source data and map it to the RiskVision data model 
via the API.

Please refer to Appendix A: Available Connectors for a list 
of available connectors. New connectors are developed 
throughout the year, so check with the Sales Team for 
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the latest list. Custom connectors can be developed on 
demand by the Professional Services team.

Each connector communicates with either the main 
RiskVision application server or a Connector Manager. 
A Connector Manager is optionally used to distribute 
the connector workload on multiple servers. The 
communication protocol is designed to work through 
firewalls so that connectors and servers can be on 
different networks or even different cloud environments. 
Deployment diagrams are available later in this 
document.

Connectors integrate directly to security automation 
tools, applications and databases, and pull data from 
your existing infrastructure to leverage that data for use 
cases in RiskVision. This enables enterprise scalability 
by leveraging the investments already in place while 
eliminating the costly and time consuming process of 
collecting and maintaining all this data yet again.

The connector framework was architected to be scalable, 
with high performance and high flexibility to adapt to 
each organization’s specific environments, application 
combinations and data availability.

Refreshing data and combining data from multiple 
sources requires data normalization and reconciliation to 
avoid data duplication. If information about an object is 
coming from multiple sources and if that information is 
not normalized prior to reconciliation and not successfully 
reconciled as refereeing to the same object, then a 
second or third duplicate object could be created to store 
the new information.

RiskVision provides out-of-the-box schema mapping 
with each connector, leveraging the attributes for 
each of the underlying assets and linking them to 
controls, control results, vulnerabilities, incidents, 
and configuration information.  All this information 
is collected, normalized and transformed to enable 
vulnerability, risk and compliance use cases.

RiskVision’s Connector Framework enables connectivity 
to an unequaled set of security and system automation 
tools that include the following categories:

• Configuration Management Database (CMDB)

• Configuration and Patch Management

• Data Loss Prevention

• Event and Incident Management

• Ticketing and Service Management

• Threat and Vulnerability Data Advisory Services

• Vulnerability Scanning Tools (Devices, Applications 
and Databases)

Each connector is designed out-of-the-box to be able 
to understand and parse the source system’s database 
schema, output files and/or API so that the third-party 
system’s data with all required attributes can be pulled 
into the RiskVision application seamlessly.

Following a brief initialization process, only the changes 
to the data are transmitted by the connector to minimize 
processing on the server and database, making the 
transactions lean and efficient. 

In addition, 3 generic connector types are available to 
quickly develop new or custom connectors to integrate 
with third-party systems that don’t currently have 
connectors.

Connector Types

Below is a diagram of the Connector Framework. Sub-
systems and engines are located either in the connectors 
or in the RiskVision Application or Connector Manager(s). 
Most connector modules are common between the 
connectors. The RiskVision Application and Connector 
Manager(s) have the same API. Connector Managers are 
optional and they are available to increase scalability and 
performance if desired.

The Connector Framework minimizes custom code and 
development time for each connector.
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There are 3 main connector types based on the source of 
the data. Source data is located in either files, databases 
or through an API. These three different connector types 
are discussed in more detail in the next section of this 
document

Data Extraction Methods

The RiskVision Connector Framework supports three 

methods of data extraction as described below.

File

For “File Connectors”, the file parser is different for each 
file type. This parser code is written in Groovy so that it 
can easily be modified or customized as needed without 
requiring an upgrade of the connector. The groovy code 
is in a text file and is applied automatically when the 
connector runs. There is no need for compilation, which 
makes things quick and easy.

XML, CSV, XLS, JSON and other file types can be parsed 
as long as there is a Java API supporting that format.

Most such connectors can be developed using a sample 
file. Even files over 10 GB can be processed and handled 
by the framework.

The File Connectors wait for a file to be copied to an 
input folder for processing. Once a file is detected, it is 
moved to a work-in-progress folder where it is parsed. 
Once the data is extracted and sent to the RiskVision 
application, the file is moved to another folder to indicate 
that processing of that file is done.

It is easy to automate copying of files to the input folder.

Database

Similar to the “File Connectors”, the “Database 
Connectors” are very similar to each other and the main 
difference is in a configuration file that maps SQL queries 
to the connector API’s XML data format.

The connectors pull data from the source databases on 
regular intervals looking for updates to send.

This is most commonly used to extract the data from 
CMDBs or vulnerability databases, but it works with any 
relational database.

We have standard XML templates for specific types of 
objects such as Assets, Vulnerabilities, etc., and all that 
needs to be done is add in a SELECT SQL query and map 
the columns of the SELECT query to the tags in the XML 
template. A sample template is provided below.

agl_asset_template.xml : Simple configuration file used 
to extract asset information from a database.

<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<xil:xil>
  <xil:source type=”sql” name=”MyDatabase”>
    <xil:property name=”url”>${DATABASE_URL}</
xil:property>
    <xil:property name=”loadDriver”>${DATABASE_
DRIVER}</xil:property>
    <xil:property name=”userId”>${DATABASE_
USERID}</xil:property>
    <xil:property name=”password”>${DATABASE_
PASSWORD}</xil:property>
  </xil:source>
  <xil:output>
    <xil:node>
      <xil:input source=” MyDatabase”>
        <xil:query>
          [Insert SQL query here]
        </xil:query>
      </xil:input>
      <xil:output>
             [Insert modifier commands, if any, 
here]
       <modify-value value=”${AID}” returnAs=”JOB_
ID_LAST”/>
        <Asset type=”${Type}” subtype=”${SubType}” 
source=”agent” stage=”${Stage}”>
          <AssetIdentification>
            <HostName><modify-value 
value=”${ANAME}”/></HostName>
            <DomainName><modify-value 
value=”${DNAME}” /></DomainName>
            <IP4><modify-value value=”${AIP}”/></
IP4>
          </AssetIdentification>
            <Configuration>
              <SystemInfo>
                <OSName><modify-value 
value=”${OSName}”/></OSName>
                <OSVersionName><modify-value 
value=”${OSVer}”/></OSVersionName>
              </SystemInfo>
            </Configuration>
          <Hierarchy hierarchyDescription=”test”>$
{Lvl1}/${Lvl2}</Hierarchy>
        </Asset>
      </xil:output>
    </xil:node>
  </xil:output>
</xil:xil>
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The status of all connectors are visible in the 
“Connectors” page in the Administration workspace. By 
clicking on a Database or SQL connector, we see detailed 
information about the desired connector.

The database and account information are configured 
in the Configuration tab. The frequency of when the 
connector looks for updates and extracts the information 
is be configured here.

The connector can also be configured to process only 
new updates or all the data every time the connector 
runs. There are many configuration parameters which 
can be customized as per customer needs.

 

API

Some data is only available behind an API, such as a data 
intelligence feed.

These API based are mostly Web Services-based 
connectors, and RiskVision already has some prebuilt 
Web Services API-based connectors for third-party 
products such as Qualys QualysGuard and Tenable 
Nessus.

If a custom connector is required, a Java-based Web 
Services Client connector is available to quickly develop 
such connectors.

Building a new Web Services-based connector involves 
minimum changes as it can also leverage groovy 
scripting, and the new code would be focused on data 
extraction through the API and mapping to the connector 
API XML format. 

Framework Benefits

The Connector Framework is proven and has been in 
production in multiple organizations for over 10 years.

A single RiskVision application instance has been 
handling 2 million assets (entities) and 100 million 
vulnerabilities with all the data imported and refreshed 
using connectors.

Following are some of the benefits of the connector 
framework:

• Proven scalability and performance

• Proven robustness

• Supports multiple copies of each connector

• Supports multiple different connector types and the 
aggregation of all this data

• Automated reconciliation with configurable rules 
to identify the unique objects and avoid importing 
duplicates. This is very important because it 
preserves the integrity of the data in the database.

• Authoritative sources can be defined to handle 
conflicting data

• With a configurable update frequency, the data can 
be synchronized in near real-time or refreshed daily 
as desired

• Automatic organization of assets/entities using the 
patented dynamic groups

• Connectors look for data changes and only send 
what is required to keep the data up-to-date, which 
facilitates the synchronization of data from multiple 
applications and databases.

• Connectors normalize and clean up data on the fly 
using powerful groovy language

• Connectors are flexible and easily customizable

• Connectors are centrally controlled and configured 

• RiskVision centralizes connector events, status 
updates, and error handling

• The same framework handles both small file imports 
and large data volumes

• The Connector Framework will create a master data 
repository from multiple incomplete databases to 
provide a complete view.

• Connectors provide batching and flow control to 
optimize performance
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The application UI was designed from the start to handle 
a large amount of data. The dynamic grouping feature 
automatically organizes and classifies the assets and 
entities so that they can more easily be managed as 
groups of similar objects.

The framework is very flexible. Some connectors like the 
Auto-Ticketing Connector use the RiskVision database as 
the data source to automatically create tickets to mitigate 
vulnerabilities.

 

Populating the Object Model

A big part of what makes this all possible is RiskVision’s 
very extensive object model. With over 12 years of 
evolution and refinement, it already contains almost 
all types of objects from the Security, IT, Vulnerability, 
Incident, Risk, Compliance, Vendor Management, 
Policy and Threat domains. With the user interface 
already built, a vast amount of data types can be readily 
imported, displayed and managed.

The database model was originally based on the 
Common Information Model (CIM) standardized by 
Microsoft, Sun and others that was used to define 
computers and everything on them. With the addition 
of the SCAP standards (CVE, CVSS, CPE, CWE, OVAL, 
XCCDF), assessments, programs, questionnaires, 
controls and policies, tickets, incidents, risk management 
and scoring, etc. RiskVision has a very complete 
database schema with about 500 tables that allows it 
to import, reconcile, process, manage and display a vast 
collection of object types.

The high level database schema is shown in this diagram:
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In addition, custom objects can be defined and custom 
attributes can be defined to extend almost all object 
types.

The picture below shows the form editor where custom 
attribute can simply be dragged into the UI to add them 
to the object.

The APIs that the connector uses allow the connectors to 
import multiple types of data, including:

• Assets (Entities)

• Computers

• Vulnerability Definitions (CVE), Vulnerability 
Scores (CVSS), Weaknesses (CWE), and Affected 
Technologies (CPE)

• Scan Results: Vulnerability Instances, Open Ports, 
Services

• Control Results

• Incidents

• Threat and Vulnerability Feeds

• Exploits

• Tickets

• Documents and Attachments

• Findings

Since custom attributes can be defined to extend 
almost object types, the Connector Framework supports 
importing these custom attributes. 
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Reconciliation

The Connector Framework has a built-in reconciliation 
engine to identify unique objects, even if the data is 
coming from different connectors and different data 
sources. Once unique objects are identified, the data 
about each object can be combined and enriched using 
the data from multiple applications and data sources. 
This creates a complete view of objects across all 
applications.

This feature also avoids duplication of data by recognizing 
data that’s already imported (e.g. assets, entities, 
vulnerability instances, etc.) and not duplicating it.

The reconciliation parameters can be modified as per the 
organization needs and based on each data source.

Assets and Entities

Asset and Entities are interchangeable generic terms 
that refer to many different types of objects such as 
computers, network devices, mobile devices, applications, 
locations, data, physical assets and many more. New 
asset types can be defined in the UI. This includes 
any type of object that can be protected, managed or 
assessed.

Each of these have different types of reconciliation 
rules that can be configured as needed. The default 
reconciliation rules for a Computer asset are shown 
below. In addition to the built-in object types, custom 
object types can be defined and reconciled using their 
type and name.

<!-- Computer Assets-->
    <AssetIdentificationExpression 
assettype=”Computer”>
        <Any>
            <Attribute>networkHostName</Attribute>
            <Attribute type=”list” 
mappedattribute=”endPoints.
macAddress”>macAddresses</Attribute>
            <Attribute>objectGuid</Attribute>
            <Attribute>distinguishedName</
Attribute>
            <All>
                <Attribute mappedattribute=”hostNa
me”>networkHostName</Attribute>
                <Attribute mappedattribute=”domain
Name”>networkDomainName</Attribute>
            </All>
            <All>

                <Attribute>serialNumber</
Attribute>
                <Attribute>assetTag</Attribute>
            </All>
            <Attribute>serialNumber</Attribute>
        </Any>
    </AssetIdentificationExpression>

As shown in the reconciliation criteria above defined for 
Computer assets, a Computer can be uniquely identified 
by the networkHostName, macAddress, objectGuid and 
multiple other options. 

• If there is a match for any of these criteria, then the 
existing Computer object is updated. 

• If there is no match found, then a new Computer 

object is created with all the information provided.

Vulnerabilities

Most vulnerability scanners provide asset, associated 
vulnerability instances and sometimes open port, 
services, vulnerability definition information, and CVSS 
scores. The RiskVision Connector Framework can import 
all this information. Most scanners tools also provide a 
unique vulnerability “Source ID” which is used to help 
reconcile the vulnerability.

It is important to differentiate between Vulnerability 
Definitions and Vulnerability Instances.

The Vulnerability Definition object describes the type 
of vulnerability, its title and description, its severity and 
what technologies or applications are affected. Many 
assets can have the same vulnerability present. Each of 
them are referred to as Vulnerability Instances and they 
are tracked and managed individually in each computer 
or application affected.

For example, a Qualys vulnerability QID-42562 can be 
present on 10 different assets A1 to A10. Each of the 10 
vulnerability instances refers to the same vulnerability 
definition of QID-42562.

Assets, Vulnerability Definition, Vulnerability Instances, 
Open Ports and Services are all different objects, and 
each of them are identified and reconciled individually.

An additional feature of the RiskVision Connector 
Framework is the ability to mark Vulnerability Instances 
as resolved automatically. Let’s say that a vulnerability 
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scan detected vulnerability instances on an asset. 
After a later full or deep scan using the same scanning 
tool, some vulnerabilities are no longer detected. 
These vulnerability instances are no longer present 
and if desired, they can be marked as resolved 
automatically by the Connector Framework.

Other Object Types

Each object type imported is reconciled using the 
appropriate object attribute like the object ID, name or 
title.

 

Connector Deployment and 
Scalability

Depending on the environment, the number of 
integrated applications and data sources, the number 
of connectors, the volume of data processed and the 
frequency of updates, there are multiple connector 
deployment scenarios possible.

Here is the simple deployment where all the 
components are deployed on the same server. The 
connectors can also be installed on that server, but 
they can also be installed closer to the application or 
database where the data is pulled from to minimize 
network traffic.

The data from the connectors is sent via encrypted 
HTTPS to the RiskVision application via the Apache 
HTTP Server. This permits data to be sent to 
RiskVision even if RiskVision is behind a firewall 
and can’t reach the server where the connectors 
are installed. The communication is always initiated 
by the connectors to the RiskVision application and 
the communication is maintained by a series of 
heartbeat messages that allow the application to send 
commands and configurations back to the connectors.

Single Server Deployment

In the case of the RiskVision Threat and Vulnerability 
Management use case, there would be a lot of data to 
process.

The architecture scales well by supporting that 
services and components be installed on a number of 
servers or virtual machines to access all the required 
processing power.

The workload of extracting the data from the data 
sources can be split using multiple copies of the 
connectors. Also, multiple Connector Managers can 
be installed to provide multiple connector API services 
and distribute the processing workload.

Here is an example large scale deployment diagram. 
There are many possible combinations between 
the single server deployment and this deployment 
example. Even in large Threat and Vulnerability 
Management deployments, one or two virtual 
machines are usually sufficient with modern servers.
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Connector Managers

This diagram shows that the RiskVision application 
server and optional Connector Managers provide the 
APIs to import the different object types. Each of them 
can support many connectors each. The decision to 
add Connector Managers is to make sure that users 
accessing the RiskVision application are not affected 
by large data processing events during work hours or 
large amounts of data that need to be imported during 
a small time window.
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Appendix A: Available Connectors

Generic Connectors
Database (SQL) Connector
File (XML, CSV, etc) Connector
Web Services API Client Connector

Business Applications
Zycus

Configuration Management Database (CMDB)
BMC Atrium
CA Configuration Management Database
HP Service Manager for Asset Management
Microsoft Active Directory

Configuration and Patch Management
IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (was BigFix)
McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator
Microsoft SCCM
NetIQ Secure Configuration Manager
Symantec Altiris Security eXpress

Data Loss Prevention
Symantec Data Loss Prevention (was Vontu)

Event and Incident Management
BMC Remedy to Incident
HP ArcSight ESM
Splunk Enterprise
Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager

Ticketing and Service Management
Atlassian JIRA
BMC Remedy
HP Service Manager (was Peregrine)
IBM Maximo
ServiceNow

Threat and Vulnerability Data Advisory Services
Crowdstrike Falcon
FireEye iSIGHT
National Vulnerability Database
Offensive Security Exploit Database
Qualys ThreatPROTECT Database

Vulnerability Scanning (Applications)
HP Fortify
HP WebInspect
IBM Rational AppScan
Qualys QualysWeb Vulnerability
Trustwave AppDetectivePRO
Veracode Static Analysis
WhiteHat Security Sentinel

Vulnerability Scanning (Databases)
Application Security DbProtect
Imperva Secure Sphere

Vulnerability Scanning (Devices)
McAfee Vulnerability Manager (was Foundstone)
Qualys QualysGuard Vulnerability
Rapid 7 Nexpose Enterprise
RedSeal Vulnerability Advisor
Skybox Risk Exposure Analyzer 
Tenable Nessus
Tripwire IP360 (was nCircle)
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